Foreman gem

Foreman is a manager for Procfile-based applications. Its aim is to abstract away the details of
the Procfile format, and allow you to either run your application directly or export it to some
other process management format. If no additional parameters are passed, foreman will run one
instance of each type of process defined in your Procfile. Specify the number of each process
type to run. A location to export can be passed as an argument. This argument may be either
required or optional depending on the export format. Use this name rather than the application's
root directory name as the name of the application when exporting. Specify an alternate
template to use for creating export files. Specify an alternate environment file. You can specify
more than one file by using: --env file1,file2. Specify an alternate location for the application's
Procfile. This file's containing directory will be assumed to be the root directory of the
application. Will create a series of systemd scripts in the location you specify. Scripts will be
structured to make the following commands valid:. Will create a series of upstart scripts in the
location you specify. A process name may contain letters, numbers and the underscore
character. You can validate your Procfile format using the check command:. This file should be
in YAML format with the long option name as keys. Foreman is a tool for managing Procfile
-based applications. For example, you can run the Rails server alongside with
webpack-dev-server to use live reloading:. Before working with Foreman, make sure that the
'foreman' gem is installed in the project SDK. First, we need to create a configuration for
running or debugging an application that uses Foreman. RubyMine doesn't have a dedicated
run configuration for Foreman. We'll use the Gem Command configuration that provides the
ability to execute commands of arbitrary gems. Gem name : Specify the foreman gem here.
Executable name : Select the foreman executable. Arguments : Specify an argument for running
the application using Foreman, for example, start. To debug the newly created foreman start
configuration, follow the steps below:. Press Ctrl twice and type the configuration name in the
invoked Run Anything popup: foreman start. Press and hold down the Shift key the dialog title
changes to Debug and press Enter. Perform the required steps in your application to stop on a
breakpoint. RubyMine will suspend the application execution before the breakpoint. Tutorial:
Debug an application running with Foreman Foreman is a tool for managing Procfile -based
applications. For example, you can run the Rails server alongside with webpack-dev-server to
use live reloading: web: rails server webpacker:. Work fast with our official CLI. Learn more. If
nothing happens, download GitHub Desktop and try again. If nothing happens, download Xcode
and try again. If nothing happens, download the GitHub extension for Visual Studio and try
again. Ruby users should take care not to install foreman in their project's Gemfile. See this wiki
article for more details. Skip to content. Manage Procfile-based applications ddollar. MIT
License. Branches Tags. Nothing to show. Go back. Launching Xcode If nothing happens,
download Xcode and try again. Latest commit. Git stats 1, commits. Failed to load latest commit
information. Remove taskman script. Jun 9, Allow processes to be stopped using the app
target. Jan 7, Apr 23, Aug 7, Update specs for systemd export. Oct 9, Jan 12, CI: Use ruby 2. Aug
29, Apr 2, Add MIT license text. Jan 22, Jan 30, Jan 27, View code. Documentation man page
wiki changelog Ports forego - Go node-foreman - Node. About Manage Procfile-based
applications ddollar. Releases tags. Packages 0 No packages published. Used by You signed in
with another tab or window. Reload to refresh your session. You signed out in another tab or
window. This manual is for Foreman 1. A Foreman installation will always contain a central
foreman instance that is responsible for providing the Web based GUI, node configurations,
initial host configuration files, etc. However, if the foreman installation supports unattended
installations then other operations need to be performed to fully automate this process. A
Smart-Proxy is located on or near a machine that performs a specific function and helps
foreman orchestrate the process of commissioning a new host. Placing the proxy on or near to
the actual service will also help reduce latencies in large distributed organizations. Upgrades
from previous versions of Foreman are mostly automatic when using packages, but there are
some important notes to ensure things go as smoothly as possible. The defaults are all enabled
to provide the most secure config out of the box, which can be relaxed if necessary - see below.
Update the ENC script node. Lastly, if you want to permit any access to these interfaces - which
will enable remote code execution on your Foreman server! If you have problems, do check the
troubleshooting text in the manual, and do contact one of the Support channels. As per the new
yum repo structure, you can always get the latest version of Foreman 1. Unlike previous
releases, the 1. Previously it was suggested that a single database could be shared between
Puppet ActiveRecord-based storeconfigs and Foreman, which would be used to import data
from Puppet - this configuration has now been deprecated. The current recommendation is to
use a standalone database for Foreman, then configure either an ENC, which provides most of
the same functionality as database sharing without the associated issues. Puppet 3 also
deprecated the use of ActiveRecord-based storeconfigs and it is now recommended to use

PuppetDB instead for storeconfigs and exported resources. A number of release-critical issues
were fixed in RC5, but one of the most important features that was added is a wizard that helps
fix organization and location mismatches to resolve issues users have run into with scoping.
Puppet 3 is now fully supported. Locations and organizations can be used to classify most of
the different objects in Foreman, including hosts, domains, host groups, users, and more.
Locations and organizations are disabled by default. A new page was added for trending of
different facts. This feature will allow for trending of hosts over time, instead of displaying a
point-in-time display of hosts like the statistics page. A full list of bugs and feature changes in
1. The Foreman installer is a collection of Puppet modules that installs everything required for a
full working Foreman setup. It uses native OS packaging e. RPM and. The Foreman installer
uses Puppet to install Foreman. The procedure is initially interactive, allowing changes to the
configuration and then the option is given to run Puppet to perform the installation:. There are
several different methods of installing Foreman. The following operating systems are supported
by the installer, have packages and are tested for deploying Foreman:. All platforms will require
Puppet 2. Puppet 3. Other operating systems will need to use alternative installation methods,
such as from source. This will enable Puppet class imports from your new puppet master. The
answers file describes the classes that will be applied to the host to install Foreman. By default,
the all-in-one setup will include Foreman, a puppet master and the Smart Proxy:. For example, a
standalone puppet master and Smart Proxy can use:. The installer itself provides a text driven
interface to generate this answers file, and can be run by executing:. Packages are available for
Red Hat and Debian-based distributions. This will install a standalone Foreman service running
under WEBrick, which has limited scalability. The Puppet-based Foreman installer is
recommended for most environments, instead of installing only the packages as it will perform
full configuration too. Also be advised, the Foreman repo will Ruby to 1. This has the potential
to break stuff like passenger, notes on getting it working again below , so be sure you want to
proceed before committing to the installation. Fortunately it is fairly easy to get it working again.
Then do the following:. Foreman might still work on these distros, but it has not been tested let
us know if it works for you :. If you encounter any errors during the installation, please file a bug
report! The public key for secure APT can be downloaded here. The packages are now split by
gem dependencies - there are 11 packages to choose from. These are:. So the initial db:migrate
is only needed during first install, upgrades should just work. Upgrading from 0. The packages
include a db:migrate, so your database will be migrated too. However, please note the new
split-package architecture - you may want check and see if any of the new dependencies fit your
usecase s. Upgrading from 1. This should be upgrade-safe and has been tested but odd
environments may affect the upgrade. If in doubt, ask in IRC. Please note foreman-fog has been
renamed to foreman-compute - this should happen transparently through Apt. Installing the
latest development code: Foreman has now moved to using Rails 3 and Bundler to get up and
running. This is the preferred way to get Foreman if you want to benefit from the latest
improvements. By using the git repository you can also upgrade more easily. You will need to
have Bundler installed manually for now check your distribution repositories, or install it via
rubygems. For older operating systems you might need additional packages e. It is also known
to work on Solaris and Mac. You will want to make sure that you have one of the mysql-devel ,
postgresql-devel , and sqlite-devel libraries installed so the database gems can install properly.
The following sections detail the configuration steps required to get Foreman working in your
environment. Lets get started! Foreman uses a database, this database can be shared with
Puppet store-configs they are compatible, as Foreman extends the puppet database schema. By
default, SQLite is used, if you want to use other database e. For more information please see the
database configuration page here. At this point, you might want to go through the [[FAQ]] to see
how can you import your data into Foreman. If you would like to keep the server running, its
recommend to setup passenger or use the RPM. Example usage with passenger can be found
on GitHub. Configuration is broken into two parts. The configuration file contains a few
low-level options that need to be set before Foreman starts but the majority of Foreman
customization is managed from within the program on the Foreman Settings page. This boolean
option configures whether Foreman requires users to to login. If it is set then each user will be
expected to authenticate themselves and all operations will occur, and be audited, under their
identity. When this option is false then all activity will be executed under the admin account.
This does not configure the channels used to contact the smart-proxies. Note that certain
operations will still accept a http connection even if this is set, for example, the downloading of
a finish script. When set to true then foreman will provide full host building facilities for various
operating systems. When Foreman needs to mail the administrator then this is the email
address that it will contact. Default: root. When Foreman receives a fact upload from a machine
that it has not previously come across it will create a host in its database. Default: production.

This is the directory into which the rake puppet:rdoc:generate task will place the web-based
on-line documentation for your puppet classes. Whether Smart-variables should be included in
the yaml node information provided to puppet. Default: true. If the host is not owned or Foreman
is not configured to use logins then send the email to the administrator. Default: false. This
option allows the hostname component of the URL to be configured. Default: foreman. This it
the modulepath that foreman uses when processing puppet modules. It is usually able to
determine this itself at runtime but if it is not able to find a value then modulepath is used. The
default puppet server hostname. For larger organizations this is often a non fqdn so that a name
like puppet can be a different host within each DNS domain. Default: puppet. If this option is set
to true then Foreman will be able to trigger a puppet run on any host that it manages. If a root
password is not provided whilst configuring a host then this encrypted password is used when
building the machine. The default templating system used within Foreman allows unlimited
interpolated variables and expressions. This could obviously be abused so a evaluation
environment is provided that restricts the template variables and expressions to a whitelist.
When this option is true then only known helper methods and instance variables will be
available in template expansion. Default: The CA file used by puppet. The SSL certificate that
Foreman will use when connecting to its smart-proxies. Default: The host certificate used by
puppet. The SSL private key file that Foreman will use when connecting to its smart-proxies.
Default: The private key file used by puppet. Default: true if puppet uses store configs otherwise
false. Foreman is a rails application. See 3. At this time, Oracle DB is known to not work.
Patches are welcome! We have a rake task for this. First setup your database. The psql
sequence numbers will be wrong after the prod2dev execution. You can fix them like this:. This
enables you to see the reports through the web interface as soon as the client finish its run. You
will probably want to delete your reports after some time to limit database growth. To do so, you
can set a cronjob:. Note: on Debian systems, these commands must be run as the foreman user
from its default home directory. If you are planning using Foreman as your Puppet External
Nodes Classifier, the recommended approach would be using the ENC script, which both
updates your facts, and fetch the information at the same time. If you run Foreman on the same
machine as your puppetmaster and you have only one puppet master, you probably want to
create a simple cronjob:. Foreman accepts remote puppetmaster sending their nodes facts
through http, making it effective way to send facts over WAN. This script is meant to run on
each of your puppetmasters. The script will scan over all of the new fact files from its last run
and will send them to foreman. You will need to edit the script and set the Foreman URL based
on where Foreman is located in your setup. You should run this script in a cronjob, if you have
many puppet masters, you might consider adding a simple sleep argument as mentioned inside
the script header , this will avoid all of your puppetmasters hammering your database at the
same time. If nodes are finishing their catalog runs, although the hosts operating system
description is missing. Add the following and either wait for a node to check in again, or
manually run it with puppetd â€”test for this information to be updated. The previously
mentioned rake task accepts a dir parameter, which means you can tell it to import facts from
any directory. However, I would not recommend this option if you have any network latency or if
it requires you to run an NFS or sshfs etc. This section covers general information on using
Foreman to manage your infrastructure. It covers the features of the web interface, managing
puppet, provisioning systems and the installation and configuration of Foreman Smart Proxies.
By checking On-the-fly user creation , any LDAP user will have his Foreman account
automatically created the first time he logs into Foreman. For that, you have to specify the LDAP
attributes name firstname, lastname, email that will be used to create their Foreman accounts. If
you want to use on-the-fly user creation, make sure that Foreman can fetch from your LDAP all
the required information to create a valid user. These permissions are also used to restrict the
set of hosts, host groups and domains that a user is able to access and modify. Note: a user
with global admin enabled is not restricted by the authorization system. A logged in user will be
granted the Anonymous role plus one or more additional roles. The permissions associated
with these roles are aggregated and determine the final permission set. These may be created,
deleted and edited on the Roles page. Each role will be associates with one or more base
privileges. These determine the operations that are allowed to be performed upon the items to
which they refer. For simple items, like an architecture, this operates as expected but for more
complex items, such as, the hosts a user is able to operate on, there is an additional layer of
security called filtering. When editing a user account there is a section at the bottom that
narrows the scope of the permissions granted to a subset of the hosts, domains and host
groups. See filtering below. However, if the filtering section is in use then the permissions will
apply only to those items selected in the filters and the user will have no access to anything not
selected by the filters. This is primarily a mechanism for restricting access to hosts. However if

one or more domains or host groups are selected then this also restricts where parameters can
be created, edited and deleted. Filtering operates by generating a list of hosts on which actions
can be performed. The list may be built out of four components. Ownership: The hosts that a
user owns directly or hosts that are owned by a user group of which the user is a member. Fact
filtering: These restrict the hosts to those machines that have this fact associated with them. As
a fact is only generated during a puppet run, this filter will only refer to machines that have been
built and therefore cannot be used to restrict the creation of machines. These four pools of
hosts can be combined by adding them together or the filters can be used to restrict the
selected hosts to a smaller and smaller subset of the total. Think of it as set operations. The
domain selection is prefixed with plus all and the two domains a. The host group section is
prefixed by must be and the hostgroup web server is selected. In any of these sections above, if
the prefix had been plus all then every host in the system that matched the selections would
have been added to the final host list, though possibly removed by a later filter. Trends in
Foreman allow you to track changes in your infrastructure over time. It allows you to track both
Foreman related information and any puppet facts. The Trend pages give a graph of how the
number of hosts with that value have changed over time, and the current hosts list. There are
two pieces to the Trends area, the Trends to track and their corresponding counters. Each time
the rake task executes it will create 1 tick on the graphs, so you can fine tune the granularity
with your cron job. We recommend using the same as your puppet run interval 30 minutes.
Finally note that these trends are the same for all users. So if you delete a Trend category you
will loose all history for that trend and the trackers will start all over again. So please be careful
when deleting. Got to the Audit tab to see a view of what has changed. This view can be filtered
by the type of change or by the object that was altered e. The timestamp of the change and the
user who performed it will be listed. Template changes also store a diff of the changes, and the
ability to roll back to a previous version of the template. Puppet environments are mapped
directly into Foreman. They can be used at various levels throughout the Foreman interface.
Puppet environments are generally used to separate classes from different types of Host,
typically allowing changes to a module to tested in one environment e. Give the new
environment a name and save. Foreman can detect all the environments and classes contained
on a PuppetMaster, and import them automatically. Foreman will scan the PuppetMaster, and
display a confirmation of the detected changes. Select the changes you wish to apply and
confirm. This is done from the Host Edit page, on the Host tab. Selecting an environment will
filter the classes visible on the Puppet Classes tab to just the classes in the selected
environment. You can also also mass-assign an environment to a group of hosts - tick the
checkboxes of the required Hosts in the Hosts index, and then select Change Environment from
the buttons at top of the page. You can assign an environment to a hostgroup as well. This
functions as a form of default - a user creating a new host and selecting the hostgroup will
automatically have the environment pre-selected. The user is not prevented from changing the
environment of the new host, it simply saves a few clicks if they are happy with it. Puppet
classes are generally imported from the Puppet Master s via the Import button on the Puppet
Classes page. They can also be created by hand, and manually associated with a set of
environments for filtering purposes. This will not be visible unless you have at least one Puppet
Master with a puppet-enabled Smart Proxy. However, if we know that the subclasses are not
intended for direct consumption, but are only really part of the internal structure of the module,
then we would want to exclude those from the import mechanism, so that Foreman only offers
to import git. This file takes a set of regular expressions - any class which matches one of them
will not be imported. So, for this example, we might configure:. To cause Puppet to apply your
classes, you will need to assign them to your Hosts. This can be done at either an individual
host level, or at a group level. The process is the same; edit the Host group , select an
Environment, and then go to the Puppet Classes tab and select what classes you want in this
Host Group. Foreman allows us to define a hierarchy of parameter inheritance. These are
defined for all Hosts in a given domain. If it has the same name as a Global Parameter, it will
override the Global one. These are defined for all Hosts in the Group. If it has the same name as
a Global or Domain Parameter, it will override it. The final most-specific level of Parameters
applies only to a single Host. You can override higher-level parameters or define new ones here.
They are intended to be a stepping stone to full parameterized classes. Smart variable is usually
associated with a puppet class, and may have multiple values, all depending on hierarchical
context or various conditions a user can wish to apply. Click on the Smart Variables tab. If you
have any existing Smart Variables, they will be listed at the left side of the tab. The fourth and
fifth fields in the Smart Variable combine to produce a validation criteria for the final value of the
Smart Variable. At present, the string type cannot be validated - leave the validator field blank,
and all strings in the variable will be considered acceptable. By entering a list

comma-separated, no spaces or a regex no delimiter required , the value to be assigned to the
Smart Variable will be checked against this list. If the value does not match the validator, and
error will be raised. All the ordering information is stored in the sixth field of the Smart Variable
order. The order matters and is used to find the first match. All our hosts use server. Most hosts
need to use a port of 80 but all machines with a fact region and value europe need to use To do
this, you have to add the factname in this example region to the searchlist:. Note that all
machines will get either 80 or as required, except foo. Note also that foo. The rule ordering does
not matter. You can find a ready-made function for your puppet module here. Once you have
some parameterized modules, import your classes see 4. This example will work with the
foreman class from the installer. Click on the class, and you should get a page with 3 tabs, like
so:. Click onto that, and you should see something like this:. On the left, we have a list of
possible parameters that the class supports. On the right, we have the configuration options for
the parameter selected. Lets configure the foreman class to change the user the foreman
processes run as. Select the user parameter, at the end of the list. Now lets go through the
options:. We need to be able to override the default for hosts or groups of hosts. This is a basic
configuration - for more complex examples of using matchers, see the 4. You can then override
the value for that host:. Currently this only works for Hosts, not Hostgroups. For more complex
logic, like matching on facts, use the Puppet Class page. This functions in the same way as for
Smart Variables , but it is important to note that the validation applies to changes made from the
Host edit page as well as the Puppet Classes edit page. Its goal is to provide an API for a higher
level orchestration tools such as Foreman. After you got it running, You would need to
configure each one of the sub systems via the [[settings. A smart proxy is an autonomous
web-based foreman component that is placed on a host performing a specific function in the
host commissioning phase. It receives requests from Foreman to perform operations that are
required during the commissioning process and executes them on its behalf. More details can
be found on the Foreman Architecture page. These services may exist on separate machines or
several of them may be hosted on the same machine. As each smart proxy instance is capable
of managing all the of these services, there is only need for one proxy per host. In the special
case of a smart proxy managing a windows DHCP server, the host machine must be running
Windows and support the netsh dhcp utility, it does not need to be the Microsoft DHCP server
itself. You can get the latest stable code from GitHub via git. Users of Debian Lenny will have to
use rake , rack , and Sinatra from lenny-backports. You can use the settings. For more
information see Smartproxy Configuration. This is the list of hosts from which the smart proxy
will accept connections. If this entry is present and not false then Smart-Proxy will attempt to
disconnect itself from the controlling terminal and daemonize itself. The port listened to by the
proxy. If this is not present then the default Sinatra port of is used. The tftproot value is
directory into which tftp files are copied and then served from. The tftp daemon will also be
expected to chroot to this location. This component is only supported in the Unix environment.
If it is not present then the update operation is performed without peer verification, not
recommended. If it is not specified then localhost is presumed. NOTE : if you use a key, make
sure that the foreman proxy account can read that file. Smart-Proxy must then be run on an NT
server so as to access the Microsoft native tools, though it does not have to be the same
machine as the DHCP server. More details can be found at [[Foreman:Foreman Architecture]].
The section below shows these values for a RedHat client. This should only be enabled in the
Smart-Proxy that is hosted on the machine responsible for providing certificates to your puppet
clients. The proxy requires write access to the puppet autosign. Ensure the foreman-proxy user
is added to the puppet group e. This should only be enabled in the Smart-Proxy that is hosted
on the machine capable of executing puppetrun. This will be a puppetmaster. This can also be
set to true if you need to import puppet classes from the puppetmaster. Without this the import
will not be possible. If running puppet version 2. EDIT In my case the account which was
triggering puppetrun was not foreman-proxy but foreman itself. It took me some time to figure
out why puppetruns are not triggered. The dhcpd api server will listen to any host. It is not
required that the smart-proxy be on the same host as the MS dhcp server. The smart-proxy just
needs to be on a windows host that has netsh commands available. Easy copy and paste
method platform may be different for you. Please check gem environment to find out. If so then
try to start the service from the Ordinary Microsoft services snapin utility. Note that this file
comes from the extra directory in the smart-proxy release. Bind configuration manipulation is
based on nsupdate, which means that in theory could also be used to manipulate other dns
servers which support nsupdate such as Microsoft DNS server. In order to communicate
securely with your dns server, you would need a key which will be used by nsupdate and your
named daemon using ddns-confgen or dnssec-keygen. In your named file, you could add the
update-policy statement or something like this named example file if you need more fine

grained permissions. The smart proxy can work in SSL mode, where both sides verify and trust
each other. Requests from Foreman will only be accepted if the SSL certificate can be verified.
Since proxies abstract a high level of control over your infrastructure, the configuration and
security of keys and certificates is important. If the smart proxy host is not managed by Puppet,
you will need to generate a certificate - skip forward to the generate section. If the Foreman
system is managed by Puppet, it will already have these, else certificates can be generated
following the above instructions. By default these will point to the Puppet locations - for
manually generated certificates, or non-standard locations, they may have to be changed. Once
enabled, there is currently only one valid setting to change, the default TFTP root. Regardless of
the filesystem setup is performed, you must also make sure you have the wget utility installed
and in the default path. Foreman includes a TFTP server module that will perform all of the basic
setup. For vanilla PXE booting, this includes pxelinux. At the moment, the proxy is not able to
fetch boot files using NFS. This chapter details the configuration of the required UI components
necessary to provision an OS onto a host. Simply click New Operatingsystem on the main page.
You will be taken to a screen where you can create the bare essentials of a new OS. Not
everything required for a successful provision is on this page yet - the remaining components
will appear for selection as we create them. You will need to fill in the first few parts of the form
Name, Major, Minor, Family, and possibly some family-dependant information. In the case of
OSs like Fedora, it is fine to leave Minor blank. If not, return here after each step in this chapter
to assign the newly created objects to your Operating System. Foreman does not come with any
Operating Systems by default. However, Foreman will detect the Operating System of any host
which reports in via Puppet - if the OS of that Host is supported, it will be created with very
basic settings and assigned to the Host. Thus you may find some OSs already created for you.
The Installation Media represents the web URL from where the installation packages can be
retrieved i. Some OS Media is pre-created for you when Foreman is first installed. However, it is
best to edit the media you are going to use and ensure the Family is set. If your OS of choice
does not have a mirror pre-created for you, click the New Medium button to create one. There
are a few variables which can be used to pad out the URL. For example:. If you have not already
done so, return to the Operating System page for your OS and assign the Media to it now. There
are several types of template, along with a flexible matching system to deliver different
templates to different Hosts. Foreman comes with pre-created templates for the more common
OSs, but you will need to review these. In practice, most environments only make use of the
first 3. The Provision template will direct the installer to retrieve and run the Finish template at
the end of the install, and the Finish template will notify Foreman the build is complete just
before reboot. Clicking a template will take you to the edit page. All templates are ERB-enabled,
and you can access many variables about the to-be-installed-host within the template. See
Template Writing for ideas. As noted in 4. You can also revert changes here. When editing a
Template, you must assign a list of Operating Systems which this Template can be used with.
When a Host requests a template e. First edit each of the templates, switch to the Association
tab, and ensure the appropriate OSs are checked. Then edit the Operating System, switch to the
Templates tab, and choose a default template for each template kind. Partition templates are a
subset of normal Provisioning Templates. If the Family is wrong, be sure to go back to
Operating Systems and associate it with your Operating System. When creating a new Host, you
will be given the option to create a Dynamic Partition table. It replaces the choice of Partition
Table from the normal list of those associated with the selected OS. Architectures are simple
objects, usually created by Foreman automatically when Hosts check in via Puppet. Simply click
New Architecture to create a new one. This should match the Facter fact :architecture e. The
Foreman web application needs to communicate securely with associated smart proxies and
puppet masters, plus users and applications connecting to the web interface. This section
details recommended SSL configurations. In a typical ENC-based setup with reporting, puppet
masters require access to Foreman for three tasks:. All traffic here is initiated by the puppet
master itself. Other traffic from Foreman to the puppet master for certificate signing etc. The
Foreman interface authorizes access to puppet master interfaces based on its list of registered
smart proxies with the Puppet feature, and identifies hosts using client SSL certificates. Four
main settings control the authentication, the first two are in Foreman under Settings , Auth :.
For simple setups, the Puppet certificate authority CA can be used, with Foreman and other
hosts using certificates generated by puppet cert. A typical small setup will use a single Puppet
CA and certificates it provides for the Foreman host and puppet master hosts. In larger setups
with multiple CAs or an internal CA, this will require more careful configuration to ensure all
hosts can trust each other. In non-SSL setups, host-based authentication can be performed, so
any connection from a host running a puppet smart proxy is able to access the interfaces.
Foreman makes HTTP requests to smart proxies for a variety of orchestration tasks. In a

production setup, these should use SSL certificates so the smart proxy can verify the identity of
the Foreman host. In a simple setup, a single Puppet Certificate Authority CA can be used for
authentication between Foreman and proxies. In more advanced setups with multiple CAs or an
internal CA, the services can be configured as follows. In addition it contains a list of hosts that
connections will be accepted from, which should be the host s running Foreman:. We work on
the irc. You can get general support in theforeman, while development chat takes place in
theforeman-dev. Mailing lists are available via Google Groups. Foreman 2. Follow the quick start
to install it. Thanks to our sponsors for hosting this website and our project services. Newer
version available This manual is for Foreman 1. Version 1. When using SQLite, you can install
the foreman-sqlite package. When using MySQL, you can install the foreman-mysql package.
When using PostgreSQL, you can install the foreman-postgresql package. Permissions for
Architectures, Authentication providers, environments, External variables, Common
parameters, Medias, Models, Operating systems, Partition tables, Puppet classes and User
groups. The user is allowed to edit a domain and will also be able to edit a domain's parameters.
If they have domain filtering active in their profile then only these domains will be editable. The
user is allowed to destroy a domain and will also be able to destroy domain parameters. If they
have domain filtering active in their profile then only these domains will be deletable. The user
is allowed to create a new host group and will also be able to create host group parameters. The
user is allowed to edit a host group and will also be able to edit a host group's parameters. If
they have host group filtering active in their profile then only these host groups will be editable.
The user is allowed to destroy a host group and will also be able to destroy host group
parameters. If they have host group filtering active in their profile then only these host groups
will be deletable. The user is allowed to see a list of hosts when viewing the index page. This list
may be constrained by the user's host filters. The user is allowed to create a new host. This
operation may be constrained by the user's host filters. The user is allowed to edit a host. The
user is allowed to destroy a host. The user is allowed to see a list of users when viewing the
index page. A user will always be able to see their own account even if they do not have this
permission. The user is allowed to edit existing users. A user will always be able to edit their
own basic account settings and password. In most cases, the default templates should work
fine. Unattended Installations]] for details. The template will be used to define the PXE
configuration file when a host is enabled for build. The bundled mysql. Please install the mysql
gem and try again: gem install mysql. If you don't have this exact version, database migration
would fail. I18n 0. PassengerHighPerformance on. PassengerMaxPoolSize
PassengerPoolIdleTime PassengerStatThrottleRate Options None. AllowOverride AuthConfig.
Order allow,deny. LogLevel warn. ServerSignature On. ServerName dashboard. Uncomment this
section to enable basic auth. This section can also be copied. For report submission from
masters. Allow from localhost. Allow from This can be locked down to just your puppet master
if required. Allow from all. Satisfy any. For node definitions from masters. For web access by
humans. AuthType basic. AuthName "Puppet Dashboard". Require valid-user.
AuthBasicProvider file. Change to your preferred password file location. SSLEngine on. If
Apache complains about invalid signatures on the CRL, you can try disabling. CRL checking by
commenting the next line, but this is not recommended. SSLVerifyClient optional.
AllowOverride None. Order deny,allow. Allow from ALL. Enable this to require client-side
certificates for Dashboard connections. SSLVerifyClient require. Backgroud Tasks. The
following client headers allow the same configuration to work with Pound. RequestHeader unset
X-Forwarded-For. PassengerMaxRequests RackAutoDetect On. ServerName agent1. ServerAlias
foreman. RailsAutoDetect On. Use puppet certificates for SSL. SSLEngine On. File managed
with puppet. Script usually acts as an ENC for a single host, with the certname supplied as
argument. ENC output is printed and cached. If -2002 corvette fuse box diagram
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push-facts is given as the only arg, it uploads facts for all hosts and then exits. Useful in
scenarios where the ENC isn't used. Do not edit below this line. Temp file keeping the last run
time. Actual code starts here. Read from cache, we got some sort of an error. Warning: Unable
to fetch my node definition, but the agent run will continue:. Warning: Not using cache on failed
catalog. Error: Could not retrieve catalog; skipping run. A registration plugin that simply sends
in the list of agents we have. Apache handles the SSL encryption and decryption. It replaces
webrick and listens by default on Puppet master should generate initial CA certificate. Change
puppet. CRL checking should be enabled. The following client headers record authentication
information for down stream workers. ServerName foreman. URL of your Foreman installation.

Foreman takes care of provisioning until the point puppet is running, allowing Puppet to do
what it does best. NET 5. Backgroud Tasks 1 pending tasks.

